
THE ACCUMULATION OF WEALTH.

By C. S. GARDNER, D.D., LOUISVILLE, Ky.

Why do men accumulate wealth ~ I shall dismiss with
out consideration the, motive of avarice. Some men be
come so perverted in their intellecltual and mOJ.'la:1 pro
cesses th8lt the mere possession of wealth is for them an
absolute end in itself. With them wealth ceases to be a
means, an instrumentality, and becomes an ultimate good.
But I think that such men are comparatively few and may
be treated as a negligible quantity. Material wealth is
a means to other ends, and is so consideTed by normal
men. We speak of a "man of means. "The phrase in
dicates that in the general thou~htthe real good of wealth
lies not in itself, but in that which it procures or pro
motes. It has instrumental value only. .

What, then, are those ends which no-rmally function
as motives in wealth accumulation1

(1) Firs't, accumulation may have as a motive the
delSire to fortify one's self and one's loved ones against
future want; a surplus is needed as a safe-guard again8lt
unforeseen accidents, unexpected turns of the wheel of
fortune, or against the bite of poverty in inevitable old.
age. Certainly, under the present economic system, the
accumulrution of a reasonable sum as an insurance against
possible future want is entirely et1hical; indeed, is a social
duty if it be done without interfering in any way wilth the
privilege of others to do the same. Manifestly, however,
this motive alone would stimulate one only ,to the laying
up ofa moderat,e surplus. Beyond a certain point all
reasonable apprehension of fuJture want for one's self
or family dtisappears. The vast accumulations which are
so characteristic a feature of our times Ciannot be at
tributed ,to this normal and entirely justifiable desire.
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(2) Again, men are moved in much of their busmess
activity by the desire to achieve, to do something. It is
a normal and healthful motive. It is a powerful incentive
to activity along all lines-business, politics, art, litera
ture, social reform, religion. It is doubtless less effective
among "laboring men" than any other class of workers,
not because they are less normal than others, but because
the conditions under which they 'toil and the kind of work
they have to do affords less scope for the slatisfaction of
the desire for distinctively personal achievement. But it
is probably true that this motive is more widely operative
in stimulating activity in our present-day life than it ever
has been before, because of the broader freedom of per
sonality and the wider scope for the putting forth of in
dividual energies in creative action-boons which the
democratic movement has brought in grea't1y increased
measure to all classes of men, with the exception of the
"laborers," whose opportunities for personal self-ex
pression through their labor are narrowed by the vast
extension of machine processes.

This, however, while it is an extremely important in
centive to activity in the economic as in all other spheres
of life, is really of secondary importance as a motive to
accumulation per se. It may be abundantly satisfied
without the accumulation of wealth. It finds its satisfac
tion in crea:tive 'activity itself. It stimulates to accumula
tion of weahh 'only when, under the influence of other mo
tives, accumulaltion has been chosen as the end. If, for
some other reason, a large fortune has been selected as
the end of one's activities, the desire for achievement,
of course, impels one 'toward its accomplishment. But it
would be equally stimulating if someolther end should be
aimed at in economic activity.

(3) I shall pause only to mention a th'ird motive
which, without doubt, plays a large part in the lives of
many business men-the love of the game. 'The gaming
instinct is deep in us. It is, the psychologists tell us, the
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weakened survival of the habits of deadly conflict bred
in man in the distant ages of his primitive staite. And
when it is too powerfully stimulated leads not to play, but
to a revival, on ,the economic level, ,of the relentless strug
gles of that savage past. The sharp competition of busi
ne'ss life affords it powerful stimulation and abundant op
portunity; and it needs ,to be continually held in check,
lest it precipitate us into economic barbarism. All that
is innocent in this motive may be brought into play with
out a mad rush for accumulation.

(4) A fourth motive is the desire for power. The
possession of a large quantity of wealth has always given
an individual great power over one's fellow-men; but
never was this so true as in the highly organized indus
'trial society of our day. In the period which preceded
the great industrial revolution, the men of wealth owned
the greater part of the land, whence, in the last analysis,
all must derive their living; but they did not own it all.
There were communal lands which the poor could use fOT
their own benefit; and the few and simple tools required
for land cultivation and manufaeture were usually owned
by the laborer. But, in the highly differentiated system
of today, there are multitudes who own neither land nor
tools and who sell their labor for a living. Over these
the possession of large capital, either in the form of land
or indu8'triai plantis, gives one extensive power-the
power of the employer and of the landlord. If, through
combination, the possessors of large wealth obtain, as
they so often do, a practical monopoly of the production
of s'ome ~portant kind of goods, they may, to a very
large extent, control prices i and this gives them a far
reaching power over the public at large. Whoever can,
to any large extent, control the means of life exercises a
sway over men as effective and as absolute as the cruder
forms of military or despotic power.

Furthermore, since nearly all cultural institutions to
day need to be financed on a large scale,the possessors
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of large wealth have a control over the cultural-espec
ially the religious and educational- life of the people
which is startling when one stops to measure its full sig
nificance. Nor is this all, by a great deal. Many public
servRnts are venal; many who are not directly venal have
a wholesome fear of a power which reaches out in so
many directions; the press, Which usually requires large
cRpital and therefore falls into the hands of those who
have it, exercises a very potent 'sway over the public
mind. One may therefore say, speaking conse'rvatively,
the rich men exercise a control over public opinion and
especially over governmental activities, legislative, exec
utive and judicial, a thousandfold more po,tential than
they are entitled to simply on the ground of their intelli·
gence and character. I do not in this connection empha
size the social menace involved in this situation; but sim
ply point out how strong a motive the accumulation of
wealth is for those who are actuated by the desire for
power. More than anything else which a man can ac
quire, it places in his hands a direct, material, non-iIlloral
power oveT his fellow men.

(5) Another motive which plays a great role in the
activitie!S of men is the, desire for distinction for one's
self and one's family. Every man of normal constitu
tion has it, and with many natures it is the transcendent
motive force. It may be satisfied in many ways; but in
the present economic organization of society no path
lead'S so surely to this coveted goal a;s the accumulation
of great wealth. Our Rtandards of appreciation, devel
oped on a 'basis of unregulated economic competition.
cast a halo of social distindion around the heads of finan
cial magnates. The possession of a large fortune lifts
him and his family out of the ranks of "the people"; it
differentiates him from the common herd by the s'tandard
of living it enables him to maintain. To the unspiritual
masses he is an object of envy; to growing youth, whose
standards of life are formed in the atmosphere of the
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competitive 'Struggle for material values, he is an ideal;
to those Who have an adequate. sense of the power which
he holds in his hands, he is an object of awe, which may
be seasoned with other emotions according to one's con
ception of charaCiteI'. It inevitably give1s him a kind of
distinction which is most obvious to the perception of all
men for the reason that it is based upon a material and
not a spiritual foundation.

The actual motive which in any given case impels to
the accumulation 'of wealth is evidently not possible to
determine by others, and doubtles's is often not clearly
defined in ,the man's own consciousness; but it is almost
ceritain to be one or, more likely, a combination of some
of those mentioned. All of these desires are, in them
selves, honorable and may be realized in harmony with
the highest ethical standards; but the s,ignificant fact
is that so many men are impelled by them in the direction
of wealth-seeking; and Ithe fact that so many seek the sat
isfaction of normal social desires in wealth-accumulation
rather than by other means is due to the social environ
ment in which they live, the ideals that are rooted in the
present economic organization of society. The responsi
bility for this environment both in iits material and moral
a·spects, rests upon us 'all. Our ideals act as a selective
influence, developing and directing the acti~"ities of men
along this line, bringing to the front and establishing in
positions of power and distinction those who are expert
in the arts of accumulation ; and the moral responsiilbility
for the situation rests not alone upon theh:n, ·but upon the
community at large.

What are the melthods by which large individual ac
cumulations are secured? Space will not permit detailed
dIS'Cussi'on. There a:re two general ways:

(1) The laying by of values created by individual ef
fort. Firsi, he may, by the labor of his own hands, change
material things into the forms in which men desire them.
Secondly, he may bring objects of utility from places
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where they are not available to places where they are
availalble, and thus add to their value. Third, he may, by
hiis intelligence, organize and direct the labor of others
s'o as to make it more productive and thus create values.

(2) He may, by some arrangement or process, ap
propriate the values created by others. There are three
ways in which this may be. done-ways that are socially
approved, at least not prohibited. First, he may inherit
wealth which has been accumulated by his ancestors or
relaitives, wealth in the creation of which he had no part
whatever. Second, he may receive the increase in the
value of land which is due not to any labor of his own,
but solely to the growth of the community-wealth which
in the last analysis is produced indirectly by the activIty
of other people. Third, he may be the possessor. of capi
tal, no matter how acquired, and employ laborers to whom
he pays as wages less than the increment of value which
that labor actually crealtes. There is needed but a limited
insight into the actual processes of modern industry to
assure one that these methods of appropria,ting the
values created by others have played 'a large part in the
present situation.

These methods of securing control of wealth created
by the labor of 'one's fellow men are all legitimate in the
present organization of our economic system; and this
economic organization ha:s been considered the best prac
ticable social policy and is supported by law. It is ob
vious, of course, that the appropriation by one of values
created by others rende:rs it impossible to assure to every
one the possess:ion of the values which he himself creates j

but according to the social policy under which we live this
is regarded simply as one of the unavoidable evils, due
to the extreme difficulty of regulating our industrial re
lations and methods in such a way as to draw the line
clearly beitween the wealth which one man produces and
that which ()Ithers produce. Production iis, for the most
part, social 'and not individual. This is true Drot only of
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corpor'ations, but of productive enterprises which are
owned and administered by single individuals who em
ploy labor. It is even true in many cases when the labor
is not "muplo,yed" but iSI performed by :the individual
for himself; because in an increasing number ()If instances
his labor does not create the whole, but only a portion
of the total value.

FrOlIIl. this fact of collective production, springs the
fundamen:tal difficulty in distribution. How can we tell,
for ins'tance, just what part of the total out-put of a fae
tory is due to the labor of each of the many indiVIduals
who co-opera'ted in the! course of its production 7 But
while production is, for the most part, co-operative and
while it is difficult to distinguish with any approach to
accuracy just wha:t each of the co-operating individuals
contributed ,to the total value, that value is nevertheless
divided and appropriated individually; and that division
is made by whom 7 It is not made collectively by all
those who co-operated in its creation. The division is
made by the capitalists. The portions that go to those
who do ,the manual Ialbor and the management are paid
them as wages and salaries by the capitalists, who take
the rest as dividends and profits, after the deduction of a
sufficient amount for keeping the plant in order. My pur
pose is not to discuss all the implications of this incon
sistency, but simply to point out the difficulty of an equit
able division and the very great advantage which the
capitalist, as the actual divider of the join1t product, en
joysl under the present system. The very difficulty of
determining with accuracy the share of the jointly cre
a\ted value which should be as:signed to the co-operating
individuals increases the opportunity of the capitalist to
secure for himself an undue proportion. It is morally
certain that ordinarily under such an arrangement he
will secure far moreiJhan his rightful share. It is diffi
cult to avoid it, even when he is large-minded and benevo
lent, because the system lends itself so easily to it; and
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when) he is not domina,ted by benevolent considerations,
but is bent primarily upon large accumulation, we should
not be surprised that flagrant injustice should occur.

If this is true in industrial operations it is even more
obvious that under our sys,tem of land ownership there
is a wholesale appropriation by individuals of collectively
crea:ted values. :rt is not easy, even in the matter of land
values, to draw the line with certainty between that
which is the result of one's own efforts and that which is
the result of the work of others. But it is perfeetly pat
ent that the present land system lends i<tself most easily
to the appropria,tion of wealth which thp. appropriators
did not create. Sixty-five per cent. of the millionaIres in
this country, it is declared on good authority, owe their
fortunes more or less to increase in land values.

If it be granted that our economic sysltem is the best
practicable one, ,the fact nevertheless stands out with
boldness before all thoughtful eyes that the grea1t individ
ual accumulations of wealth consist in large part of
values created by others. It is possible, of course, for a
man on grounds satisfactory to himself,to deny this, or
to justify his appropriation of a disproportionate share
of jointly creHlted wealth. Indeed, as! things are, it is
not easy to see how the appropriation of values created
by others is to be altogether avoided. But an honest
man who; contemplates the matter conscientiously must
feel disturbed by it, is bound to avoid this inequity as far
as it ispraeticable to do it; and he will surely feel that
those portions of his wealth which are notcrea:ted by his
own efforts have for him an ethical significance different
fflom those portions which he himself has produced. If
he is not deep~y concerned as to the sources from which
his wealth is accumulated he exhibits a density of ignor
ance and an obtuseness of perception which are deplor
aJble and can hardly be innocent, or he displays a moral
insensrbiJitty which is wholly inconsistent with a Christian
standard of ethics. A healthy conscience does not rest
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e3isy in the sense of being the possessor of wealth created
by otheI'ls. The only exception is as to the we1alth which
one inherits; and 'there is a growing uneasiness as to Ithe
eth~cal validity of this.

The! right of inheritance has its origin assuredly in
the primitive times when there was little personal re
sponsibility, when the kinship group was !the significant
and responsible social unit and the individual was merged
in it. That conception was supreme in all ancient and is
yet in all backward societies. It has pre!vailed until re
cent time's ill the more progressive societies and recedes
slowly before the advancing conception of the individual
person 'as ,the! significant and responsible social unit-a
conception which is so pervasively and profoundly modi
fying ethical ideals in modern life. This tendency to
place emphasis upon the individual as the ultimate unit
of social value, responsible primarily to society as a
whole, is ever increasing in strength, and under its pres
sure ,the old notion of the kinship group as an economic,
social and religious unity which persis1ts from generation
to generation is slowly disintegrating, and with it the
notion that a man's children or nearest kin have a natural
right, upon his deeease, to take po'ssession of the wealth
Which he has left. How far this development is to go, we
cannot say; mid there are differences of opinion as to
whether it is a legrtimate application of 'the Christian
conception of man 'and society. The drift of enlightened
opinion today is to discredit the conception of the kin
ship group as an economic unit which involves the nat
ural right of inheritance, and to su:bsHtute for it the in
dividual standing]n responsible relationship to the whole
community. The rigHt of inheritance is coming to be re
garded as having a basis only ins1tatutory law, as a social
policy which can be justified only if it can be shown to be
expedient and conducive to justice in the general distri
bution of weal1th. The ethical validity of the right is,
therefore, seriously challenged by many thinkers. The
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intelligent conscience of our time is looking with critical
concern into thisan'd into all the sources from which ac
cumulations of wealth arise; and herein lie,s one of the
chief causes of the 'social unrest which is so pronounced
a feature of pre'sent-day life. No man who is engaged in
the accumulation of wealth can escape this questioning,
nor face it without having his equanimity considerably
disturbed.

Certainly a profound transformation is Itaking place.
The moral climate is changing. Our ideals and standards
of appreciation are undergoing a radical criticism and
extensive reconstruction. With increasingly clear and
comprehensive intelligence the question is being pressed,
is there not someithing 'fundamentally wrong bdth as to
our methods and our motives of accumula:ting wealth'
l1he motives, as we have seen, are not in thems'elves wrong.
It is not wrong to seek self-expression in creatlve Mtiv
iity; nor to desire independence and compeltency for one's
self and one's family; nor to obtain! power to influence
the lives of one's fellow men; nor to achieve distinction
both for one's self and one's family. But the quesHon
will not down, can these proper and potent incentives to
action be caned into play in the economic sphere only by
the prospect or hope of piling up great individual for
tunes, which are secured so largely by the appropriation
of values created by others' In a word, can economic
a0tivity and development be sooured only at the cost of
economic injustice and social injury? In the otlher
spheres of action we are not reduced to any such alterna
tive; why should it be s'o in ,the economic sphere?

But let us ask more pointedly the que&tion, Does the
individual accumulation of large fortunes as it goes on
under present meithods lead to injustice and injury1 No
one can look a't the present situaltion with unprejudiced
eye,s and deny tha't social injuS'tice ona colossal scale
has a'0tually resulted. The fortunate and gifted few have
piled up vast accumulaitions, more than they and their
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families can possibly use in legitimate satisfaction of
legitimate wants. The selected few among ,this limited
number have massed holdings which theycanndt, by any
human possibility, wisely administer eIther in their own
interest or the interesrt of the world. The man who is
reputed to have amassed the largest individual fortune
of this age has given a convincing and impressive demon
straJtion of his consciousness of this fact, in offering to
turn over a considerable portion of his stupendous wealth
to be administered for the public good under a national
charier. The only living American who can contest with
him the financial primacy of this gene1'a'tion seems des
tined to die rich-rich beyond the dreams of avarice-de
spite his own declarartion, no doubt honestly uttered, that
it is a disgrace to die rich, and despite his manifold and
lavish efforts to dispose of his wealth in ways helpful
to the world. But thes'e and other examples of benevo'lernt
1'i0h men do not by any means indicate that all or even a
majority of ,the extravagantly rich aresltriving to get
rid of their accumulations and thus disburden their souls.
Rather the process of accumulating goes on by leaps and
bounds, 'and creates a problem, a menace, that stirs the
nation from center to circumference. The standards by
which individual wealth is measured rises continually
and the scramble for it shows no abatement, but rather
an increasing intensity of madness. Meantime, while the
situation of the unfortunat1e and ungifted many may be
said to show some improvement, it is slight. Poverty,
de'sperate and debilitating, shutting oUit the light of
hope and chilling the springs of courage in the heart,
still spreads its cold and dismal shadow over millions of
men. In the mids,t of rapidly rising standards of living
and rapidly rising prices of the necessame,s of life, the
millions of laboring men musit live and secure their fami
lies agains1t beggary on an average of not more than $500
a yerar. By 'their side stand the thousands Who have de
volted themselves to ministering to the cultural needs of
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humanity; rund who also must fe'ed upon the crumbs that
fall from the richly laden social table. This situation is
made porltentous by the fact that these same multitudes
are coming to see, what they have been slow to realize,
that the great accumulations of wealth have been created
in large part by themselves; that they hJave been enabled
to enjoy only a portion, and a small portion, of the values
which they have created; ,that those values, created by
their dull and uniJnspiri.ng toil, have in large part gone
to build those mountains of gold on whose summits 'the
rich sit SIOl far above the reach of any ungraltified want
which material things could directly or indirectly satis
fy. It is as vain as it is grotesquely foolish to deny that
injustice iSI writ large upon the open page of our social
life today.

In view of the situation, along what line must we ad
vance toward the solution of the difficulty ~ We should
seek by all means in our power to promote the application
of the ethical pri.nciples of .Jesus to economic me'thods.
Attention has been called to the atmospheric change now
going on in our ethical life. To intelligent observers of
current events this is the most inspiring aspect of our
social developtment in this generation. We should en
courage this change until transforming public opinion
crystallizes iIIlto the definite and imperative' public con
viction that honor and power must be basedJ upon and
measured by service and service alone. Business men
must learn in all seriousness and perfect good faith to
conside'r 'their various forms of business activity as forms
of public service. The men of ability who can organize
and direct great enterprises must cease to demand and
appropriate for themselves the lion's share of the joint
product of collective labor and seek rather through the
regular channels of business to effect the largest possible
diffusion of wealth. The business man has no more moral
right, according to the Christian standard, to accumulate
a great and dispropoI"tionate mas's of wealth as a re-
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ward for his activity than a preacher or a teacher. The
Christian law of service should apply to the man who
puts inJto industrialehannels his intelligence and energy,
just as truly and as thoroughly as to the man who puts
his intelligence and energy into preaching the gospel or
mto 'teaching the y;oung, or into social uplift, or inlto any
other form of activity now recognized as distinctively
public service. Why should this seem Ito be a strange
doctrine? It is 'the absence of this altruisiicsocial spirit
in business enterpr[se-thissetting aside of economic
activity as a sphere in whieh the god, Mammon, alone
has the rigHt to reign-which has precipitated the crisis
which so threateningly confronts our modern civilization.
This menace can be averted only by subjecting all indus
trial activity to theChris,tian law of service. The busi
ness man must change his mental focus, and aim not at
the larges~t possible individual accumulation, but a,t soour
ing for his employees the largest possible share in the pr'o
ducts of industry and for the public the lowes1t prices for
thoslC products, consistent with the conltinued operation
of the business. In a word, the time m~tst come, sooner
or later, when the holding and controlling of capital by
individuals will be permitted only on the condition that
it shall be held and administered strictly as a p~tblic trust.
To deny that this is practicable is to deny that Christian
ity is practicable in the present industrial organization
of society and to affirm that we must move steadily and
probably with increa~ing momentu,m towards forcible in
dustrial revolution.
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